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INTRODUCTION 

The first phase funding of Project Decentralization began 

September 8, 1975 and termina-'ced September 30, 1978. Although 

the initial termination date 'vas established as September 71 

1976, a number of factors required the Detroit Police Department 

to request several extensions which resulted in the recent 

tennination date. 

Durlng the grant period, implementation of Project Decen

tralization has proceeded in an exacting and deliberate manner. 

The grant programs v/ere constantly evaluated and, although 

goals and objectivE'S remained constant, strategies were amended 

in order to utilize grant funds in a more expedient manner. 

ABSTRACT 

Although program strategies \vere revised, project goals 

continued unaltered. The Project Decentralization goals VlerG 

and remain: 

1. Reduce crime in general. 

- 2. Increase the overa1l efficicency of the department. 

3. Improve relations between the police department 

and the citizens of Detroit and reduce the fear 

of crime. 
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Following is an overview of the program strategies which 

relate to the 'goals of the Project Decentralization effort. 

GOAL 1: Reduce Crime in General 

Achievement of this goal required reassignment 

of personnel, equipment and other resources to the 

neighborhood precincts. As a result, Investigative 

Response Units (rRUrs), which are primarily responsible 

for responding to radio calls likely to require im

mediate crime scene investigation, vrere established. 

Two IRU's per shift were situated in each of Detroit's 

thirteen precincts. Har(h-rare, such as vehicle s, mobile 

and portable radios, emergency roof lights and dis··· 

tinctive decals to mark the vehicles were purchased 

to equip the IRU' s. Not only \,'8.S this equipment 

necessary to establish the IRU's, it also increased 

the "visibilityll of previously low visibility in

vestigative units in the field. Except for those 

types of invGstigations requiring zero-visibility, 

all investigative personnel, by virture of visibility 

hard\1are and blazer uniforms, became readily identi-

f'iable to the public. 

The second program in this goal area involved 

the formation of a centralized Crime Analysis Unit. 

During the first funding phase, program activity 

has been limited to developing a general design 

system for computerized crime analysis, including 

t objectives, approach, and implementation plan. 
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The operation of the Crime Analysis program \'TaS 

and still is dependent upon the installation and 

operation of the Lavl Enforcement Information Sys

tem (LEIS) with its integrated data base. 

GOAL 2: Increase OveralJ. ~fficiency of th~Department 

Sev:eral programs were instituted in order to 

attain this objective. The first program, the Law 

Enforcement Information system (LEIS), is a compu~ 

tel" system which is designed to provide timely 

crime incident and case control data for line, 

staff, and managerial personnel within the depart-

ment. This is a basic system which includes direct 

data ent.ry via terminals located in precinct sta

tions, a data base management system (d.b.m.s.) and 

flexible d.b.m.s. applications. 

The first fundine; phase also provided for im-

plementation of a computerized Financial Information 

Control System (FICS). This system VIaS designed to 

satisfy the need for improved collecting~ processing, 

and reporting of financial data related to department 

operations and to provide the capability at the pre

cinct level to relate budgetary allotments to program 

· planning. 
Several strateE;ies, although included in the 

initial applicat,ion, "fere not implemented for several 

reasong. Initially, i.-.his department has requested 

fundinr.; :('or implcment:i.ng a Fleet. and Equipment Control 

... 
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System, as \'1el] . as a computerized i.dentification 

system. Hm<fever, these applications were not 

initiated as ff" 8U ~c~ent funds wel~e t - no available. 

In addition, strat· , eg~es, such as a computerized 

,manpower utilization/allocation t . sys em, a computer-

ized management resource l'b ~ rary, and a pro,ject to 

identify police positions that could be filled by 

have not been actualized. On a 

these items are not highly 

civilian personnel 

prioritized scale, 

ranked. 

As previously indicated, the goals of Project 

Decentralization remain unaltered. HO\,lever, the 

strategies which \'lere proposed as means of 

achieving those goals h ave been restructured.. 

The Project Decentralization grant has impacted the rate 

of crime in the city of Detroit. Since the decentralization 

o~ a number of singularly located investigative sections and 

units~ and the increase ' ~n visibility as a result of the 

visibility hardware and blazer uniforms, the rate of crime 

has steadily decreased. 

Certainly, the decrease in th e rate of crime can not be 

attributed soley to the advent of Project Decentralizatio n, 

as there are . . numerous factors which impact criminal activity. 

( H l owever, it is significant that the incre~se '"" in crime began 
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to ievel off and subside shortly after- the start-up of Project 

Decentralization. 

There is no doubt that the increased visibility realized 

from blazer uniforms, decals, and emergency IIKojak" lIghts has 

promoted public confidence in the police department. The 

readily identifiable iden"'cifica"tion cards confirms for the 

citizen the identity of the bearer and insures the citizen 

that the card-holder \'fill perform his duties in an efficient 

and courteous manner. The business cards render police per·· 

Bonnel more accessible to the public and reinforce the de

partments commitment to render the community a more viable 

entity in \'Ih1ch to live. Greater public accessibility .is 

highly commensurate with the d)partment's commitment to pro-

tect and serve the community. This heightened visibili t~T 

has instilled feelings of security in the public, thatf :1.n 

turn, has increased its willingness to maintain that security 

through cooperative efforts. rrhere is little doubt that the 

decrea.se in crime \',as affected by these factors. 

An anticipated benefit of the decentralization program 

was the hope that the department's commitment to improve 

police service would be recognized by the public and that 

citizen support for crime reduction programs would increase 

proportionately. As a result of this greater trust and con

fidence between citizens and officers, the ability of the 

system to impact the level and frequency of serious crime 

through solution, prosecution e.nd j.ncarceration of perpetra-

,(, 
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tors would undoubtedly increa .'.3e. The ~stablishment of the 

investigative response units (IRU's) which consist of trained 

investigators in marked vehicles respondinr; along v'li th emer

gency response units to felony c~ime scenes, has resulted in 

immediate investigative attention to serious crimes. In 

addition, these units have enabled the depnrtment to more 

efficiently uttlize itB precinct personnel. r.ehis approach 

affords an opportunity to improve police-community relations. 

1 Because the IRU's appearance at the scene of serious crimes 

'i is almost simultaneous to arrival of the enforcement units, 
i 

investigation of the citizen's complaints commences concurrently 

with the reporting of the crime. As a result, the citizen is 

made aware of the concern the department has for his plight. 

This, in turn, has producGd increasec', citizen confidence and 

has resulted in an increase in citizen-police cooperation. 

The most apparent confirmation of this fact has bet:m the dra-

matic decrease in crime in the city of Detroit. 

Part I crimes, as determined by the Uniform Crime Reports, 

have declined steadily since July 1976, ten months after the 

inception of the Grant project. Several factors which may 

have tended to affect the crime rate between project inception 

in September, 1975 and July, 1976 were the higher than national 

average unemployment rates and a substancial cutbacl< (1976) in 
. 

the amount of police personnel due to a budgetary crisis. 

In comparing Part I crime~ statistics for the calendar 

years 1975 and 1976 for the d.ty of Det.roi t, a 1.8% decrease 

" . 
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'\'Ias realized. The rate of incidents per 100,000 persons fell 

from 11,972 in 1975 to 11,746 in 1976. Thus, despite the man-

power cutbacks indicated above, serious crime did decrease. 

A comparison of the 1976 and 1977 calendar years provides 

figures \'Ihich are statistically significant. The 1977 rate of 

incidents per 100,000 persons dropped to 9,503 as compared to 

the 1976 rate of 11,746 per 100,000 persons. This decline of 

2,243 crimes per 100,000 represents a 19.~% decrease from 1976 

crime rate s. 

An analysis of crime statistics for the first nine months 

of 1978 indicates that the rate of decrease has continued. 

The rate per 100,000 persons d.eclined to 8,420. This repre

sents an '11.1.+% decrease over the 1977 figures. It is expectsd 

that this decline will hold constant for the remainder of "'1978 

(see attached Part I crime rate chart). 

. The decrease in the rate of Part I crimes is parallelled 

by a decrease in the Part II crime rate. Part II crimes de

creased at approximately the same rate as Part I crimes d.uring 

the first ten months subsequent to the grant inception period, 

realizing a decline of 1.396 from 1975 levels. The rate per 

100,000 persons decreased by 39 to 2895 in 1976. It should b8 

note<;l . hat this miniscule decline VIas also affected by the 

high unemployment rate. However, more significant "Vras the lay

offs of police personnel. Host often police persOlmel are the 

complainants in a large number of Part II crimes (i.e. D.U.I.L., 

-~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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gambling, liquor violations 9 etc.). !J'!1us, the reduction of 

police persOlmel, undoubtedly, had 0.11 adverse effect on the 

annual statistics, reducing the decrease to its indiscernible 

level. 

The 1977 statistics indicate that Part II crimes de

creased 12.3% when compared to the previous year. The rate 

per 100,000 persons decreased from 2,895 in 1976 to 2,539 in 

1977. 

During the first nine months of 1978, the rate of crime 

per 100,000 for Part II crimes decreased by 430 to a rate of 

2,109, a 4.3% decrease (see attached Part II crime chart). 

Increased citizen confidence has also elevated citizen 

:tnterest and pride in the community and has generated increased 

citizen participation in the criminal justice system as evi

denced by citizen support of anti-crime programs and an In-

. creased citizen willingness to report crime. 

Not only has Project Decentralizat.i:.on brought increased 

citizen aVlareness of the impact of crime on society, it has 

provided this department \'Ii th the 1tTherewi thal to handle the 

increased radio runs which have resulted. By virtue of the 

fact that this department \'las able to purchase prep radios 
. 

and mobile radios t the increase in the emergency calls to 

911 has not overwhelmed our ability to contend with these 

emergencies. 
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Access to this equipment has made additional radio equipped 

patrol units available to answer calls for service. This 

equipment has enabled this department to equip for patrol 

large numbers of officers who \'lGre made available through 

the decentralization of investigative sections. Further, 

since the IRU's have reduced the time enforcement units spend 

at cl'ime scenes awaiting invGfj'tigative units to assume command, 

more patrol units are available to answer calls for service. 

As ci tizEm confidence in th0 afJili ty of its police depart-

ment to function as a sympathfrtic and GorlCerned entity as 

opposed to an enforcement unit k18 inc:Cf~;,::,sed, their "lillingness 

to aid the department in improving city conditions multiplied 

as evidenced by the rise in reports to the "911" emergency cen-

ter. During 1975, these calls totalled 1,803,151. This number 

increased by 91,849 to 1,895,000 in 1976. A slight decrease 

lowered the number of calls to 1,775,000 in 1977. This de-

crease is the result of the Se\Tere '-linter \'leather which engulfed 

the city of Detroit during the early months of 1977. As a 

result, citizen calls to "911" decreased during those early 

months of 1977, ns did the rate of crime. 

It is expected that 1978 will end v;i th an increase in 

calls to "911". Thrcugh AUGust, 1978, the "911" emergency 

center has received a total of 1,241,000 calls. It should b(~ 

noted, however, that this increase has no correlative in the 

crime rate statistics which, as previously indicated, continues 

on a dO\-mward trend.. This trend tends to support the conclusion 
I 
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that factors other than the harsh weather affected the decline 

in the rate of crime. 

While the Detroit Police Department has made significant 

in-roads in attaining the goals of Gerleral crime reduction, re

duction of the fear of crime and increasing citizen-police 

cooperation, the goal of increasine department efficiency has 

proven more elusive. The department's extremely high ambitions 

in this area led to an overly ambitious undertaking. In 

order to attain the goal of heightened efficiency, the project 

"vlas divided into several programs. These ''1ere Police Manage

ment and Accounting System (PHACS), La\,l Enforcement Information 

System (LEIS) and Crime Analysis Program (CAP), and Criminal 

Records and Identification System (CRIS). 

The CRIS ",as deleted as a component of development. A 

large factor \'Thich contributed to thi s change ,'ras the fact 

that the monies initially budgeted we:r'e not sufficient to im-

plement such a massive undertBkinG. IJ'hus, in ord.er to realize 

a more efficacious utilization of those funds, ",e receiVed 

approval to utilize those funds for such items as Mobile Data 

Terminals (NDT' s) "lhich will be used in conjunction \'Ii th our 

implemented Computer-aided Dispatch System. 

The PMACS has been implemented and, althoue,h problems have . 
been encountered, this system is operating rela,tively ",ell. 

The major problems have been encountered in the area of 

~t the LEIS and the CAP. Although a great amount of effort and 
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~, diligence have been expended in these areas, full implementa-

tion has yet to be achieved. A number of factors have been 

at.tributed to non-implementation. One major obstacle lies j.n 

the fact that the two systems (LBIS and CAP) were viewed as 

separate, stand-alone systems. Al thoueh the CAP ,'vas to utiliz~ 

the LEIS data base, development of these programs v/ere dis

sociated. This led to a fragmented development of the t\/o sys

tems. This lack of coordinated system effort coupled \"i th an 

extremely broad and unrealistically comprehensive scope has 

significantly affected systems development. The most basic 

difficulty associated with the development of LEIS and Crime 

AnalYSis is a difficulty that is cOnll1lOnly associated with the 

design of any large computer system. That is, from the outset, 

the requirements of the system were never defined in view of 

available resources. While it ,,[ould be ideal to capture all 

crime related data, the constraints present in the actual 

every day enVirOThl1ent should have precluded such an ambitious 

undertaking. Consequently, a good deal of system development 

effort Vias unnecessarily devoted to dGfining data elements and 

identifying data to be captured without ever formally and real

istically d(~fining the systmn outputs. In our efforts to achieve 

a state of the art system we simply failed to identify the hard

copy end product we desired. 

In Hay, 1978, the department took corrective action in 

that the scope of the systems were modified. In lieu of the 

separate system development, LEIS is now viewed as the overall 
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system of which GSAC (formally CAP) is a componcnt. Prior 

to that time, the development i:C)mTlS were oriented to a large 

field of data capture. A reduction of data captive require

ments and modulation of LEIS to .include not only GSAC, but 

data entry, data base managempnt and design have effectuated 

a procedural work-plan. The vlOr'l~-plan has delineated steps 

for orderly progression and project manf)ee~ent. 

As a result of program modification, LEIS Phase I imple

mentation of the data base management system is complete. At 

present the system can edit, store, and retrieve data regarding 

incidents, complaints, arrested persons, police officers, case 

status, and court dispositions. 

Al though the data base management and design is cOlllplete, 

the method for data capture has yet to be finalized. Our con~ 

cept of data capture \'las based on the precinct patrol of:ficers 

and the investi.gators ability to collect, record and update 

data, and, further that thts inionnation would be entered on a 

timely basis from the remote prectnct locations via the data 

entry CH.1" s. This system \I{ould requ.ire that police officers 

currently assignGd to operate limited CRT operations to absorb 

a minimal additional work load of expanded precinct on-line 

entry. It \'lOuld furthm'" require that civilian clerks be hired 

to sp'ecifically effect this task at precinct s a.round the clock. 

As budgetary considerC'.tlons and management decisicns have 

ruled out these possibili ties, thc~ data entry module had to be 

scaled dO\vn. ThG abri.dged data entry module \-,:;:4S finished in 

August 1978 and is p:t'G3ently bei11g tested for 
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accuracy, response time, and reliability. This scaled dO'ivn 

version will require the on-line entry of a li,mi ted number of 

crime data elements at precinct locations. After assignment 

to an investigator, the incident now residing on the data base, 

will be up-dated in a batch m()(le. Depending on the availa

bility of additional resources, the up-date function may be 

accomplished on line either through the precincts or a cen

tralized unit. 

The scope of the GSAC program has remained relatively 

unchanged. Because the scope of LEIS has been down-scaled, the 

GSAC component is real:Lstic in terms of the data captive re

quirements of LEIS. Development of the GSAC system has been 

concentrated in the most crit':'cal areas. These areas include 

Batch Input
f 

On-Line Input, Do:tn Files 'Update and Data Files 

Retrieval 1·1odules. It ,';a:::, highly critical to system function 

that these programs be developecl. 

Although much success has been achieved in GSAC, there 

have been nU .. T'flerous delays in output implemc;D .. ta .. tion. Thus~ we 

have necessarily limited the output of the initial system. 

These outputs have been identified as: 

• 

• 

Parameter Driven Lists of Hatched SUspects/Offenses 

Discrel!t Symbol Haps 

Crime Symbol T1(}ps 

Service Call Maps 

Statistical Representation TlIaps (Patterning) 

Fixed Format Repor-ts/G:l."'aphs 

.' 

• 
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Dynamically Formatted Reports/Graphs 

Statistical Analysis 

Of the above, we have limited GSAC Version 1.0 to include 

only 90-95% of the Parameter D~"'iven Lists of Matched Suspects/ 

Offenses and the Discreet Crime Symbol Mapping. These t\.,o 

forms of output \'Iil1 sell the system; they vlill encourage co

operation in the, task of data collection and significant en

hancement to present capabilit.y. 

Because a major thrust in GSAC development has been to 

generate a computer graphics capability and a highly detailed 

M.D. data l::>ase, ... ..,e have encountered major difficulty in the 

area of' field data capture. As the ability to generate compu.

tel" graphics and maintain a detailed M.O. data base is highly 

dependent on an even greater field data capture ability, the 

fact that this capability has not been realized has severely 

affected system support. As previously indicated, GSAC is, 
, 

in part, dependent on the LEIS date;, l>ase. We are hi8hly con-

fident that the downscopc "lhich has been engendered in the 

LEIS field data capture re-trieval mechanism and data captive 

requirements will have positive impact on the GSAC ability to 

generate the rcq'.lired computer graphics and maintain the M.O. 

data base. 

The concluding months of the Project Decentraliza.tion grant 

funding period (July 1, '1978 through September 7, 1978) have 
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been devoted to efforts in the furt.her development and imple

mentation of the worle-plan for the modulated LEIS program with 

its data entry, data base management and design, and Crime 

Analysis components. The !!tasking-ou·t!! of an orderly road of 

progression has certainly produced a synchronized effort in 

program development. As a result a consolidated project team 

modality has been developed. This has resulted in more effi-

clent productlvity and, undoubtedly, \'1ill have great impact 

on program success. 

EVALUATIO~ 

The impact of Project Decentralization on the criminal 

justice system can be more readily observed via the precinct 

development p:::-ogram. The intent of this program \I!aS to render 

the Detroit Police Department more accessible to the public 

thereby improving police-community relations, reducing the fear 

of crime, and aiding in the reduction of crime in general. It 

is our belief that these goals were accomplished. The reduction 

in the rate of crime and the increase in citizen willingness 

to report crime tends to support the fact that the Project 

Decentralization p::::-ogram met these goals. As previously in

dicated, it is not entirely possible to attribute these suc

cessess totally to the decentralization effort. Since many 

factors affect crime statistics, it \'JOuld be um.,rise to attri

bute all reductions to Project Decentralization. It is signi-

~ ficant, however, that the crime rates began to level-off and 
1 
~ 
~, 
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continue on a downward trend subsequent to inception of the 

grant program. 

In July and August 1976, the Planning Department of the 

city of Detroit conducted a"Victimization Study." A comparisc-n 

between selected questions from that study and the Michigan 

Office of Criminal Justice Programs study IIMichigan Public 

Speaks Out on Crime!! (January, 1974) indicated that perceptions 

of neighborhood safety (fear of crime) had improved by July 

1976. In 1974, only 22% of those polled felt safe in their 

neighborhoods. 61% of those polled in 1976 felt they were 

reasonably safe in their neighborhoods. 

Actual victimIzation decreased slightly in 1976 from 1974 

polling. 25% of those polled in 1974 indicated that they or 

members of their household were victims of crime during the 

previous year.' 23% of those. polled in 1976 indicated they had 

been crime victims. 

In comparing the two surveys, the latter survey indicated 

a marked increase in those respondents who ratod the police in 

Detroi t as good or exccllerlt in the delivery of service. In 

1976, the Planning Depart!7lcmt experienced a response :r'ate of 

60% f'or those who rated police service good or excellent. The 

1974. study indicated a 38% favorable response rate in the same 

category. 

Although the 19'76 Planning Department study coincided 
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with the 1976 layoffs, the results, nevertheless, are favor

able in terms of the impact of Project Decentralization. The 

study indicates that the fear of crime decr'eased in the city 

of Detroit in the first ten months subsequent to the inception 

of the decentralization progr~Tn. Al though further surveys in 

this area have not been finalized (the results of a survey 

conducted by the Planning Department in August and September, 

1978 are not yet available), it can be deduced from the still 

decreasing crime rate that fear of crime is more than likely 

on the decline. 

The impact of the LEIS program on the criminal justice 

system can not be adequately measured at this time. As indi

cated previously, the initial LEIS program was overly broad 

and unrealistically cOr.1prehensi ve. Until such ·time:- as the 

system is fully operational, its j.mpact on the criminal justice 

system can not be quantitatively measured. 






